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Popular TV Series, The Chosen, Parades Cameraman
Decked Out in Pride Gear During Recording
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As we’ve reported many times already, the popular television show, The Chosen, claims
to be biblically based but is anything but Christian. Dallas Jenkins, the show’s creator, has
claimed that Christians and Mormons worship the same Jesus—an absurd claim that
even the most dishonest God-hating pagan can see right through.

In one clip a few years ago, a pride flag appeared on the set of a recording. At the time,
Jenkins and his colleagues dismissed and even defended it as just the recording crew
doing their job. Yet, Jenkins, who claims to be a Christian, allowed it on his set. But now,
The Chosen is doubling down. On June 13, during a daily reel on Facebook which has
since been deleted, a cameraman decked on in pride gear was paraded across the set
and published for the world to see.

We captured the reel, here it is:

So, sure, one can argue that this is just a cameraman for a hired position doing his job.
But then, one must ask: why would a Christian production surround themselves with
flaming homosexuals during the recording of an ostensibly Christian television show?
Then, one must ask, even if The Chosen producers were simply hiring a cameraman
without regard to his sexuality, why not have standards in place for dress and conduct at
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least around other Christians? And then, final question: What exactly is the point of
parading this imagery, especially during “pride month,” across social media, unless one
wants to virtue signal their “inclusiveness” and bent for sexual diversity?

I submit to you that this is exactly what it is—it’s a subtle way for Jenkins and his crew to
tell homosexuals and other sexual deviants, “Hey! we support sodomy. Watch our show.”

In the end, The Chosen serves up a diluted version of Christianity designed to appease
Pagans and lukewarm believers. Serious Christians should be appalled by the show’s
portrayal of a flawed Jesus who committed transgressions, as well as its promotion of
LGBTQ symbology. The Chosen is religious propaganda that deceives rather than edifies,
appealing to those who prefer a sanitized, feel-good version of Jesus over the
uncompromising, sovereign Savior revealed in the Bible.

 
 


